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NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2022

Another World is Necessary

This is the theme of the conference organised by the Italian Professional Association
Dance Movement Therapy (APID®).
Every day we witness the lack of respect for the Laws of Nature and the Earth, where,
unfortunately, we live in an emergency, not only climatic and health-related but global, linked to
all areas of an increasingly isolated and confused 'human': the social, relational, psychological,
What can be the contribution of professionals from a discipline that has always been close to
human needs encompassing the various aspects of care from childhood to old age and
individually as inhabitants of the same Planet?
The need and urgency of Another World imposes questions on us.
How are we doing in this complex historical period? What proposals, what
legacy do we offer the new generations?
What perspectives?
What dances?
What cures for body and soul?

We have invited experts who will present, through lectures and specific interventions,
themes concerning new evolutionary perspectives through the anthropological and
mythical/symbolic vision.

Some distinguished speakers
Mauro Van Aken, Professor of Anthropology at the University of Milan Bicocca, author of
numerous texts (including the latest extraordinary Campati per aria) that challenge our own
cultural roots, conditioned by the carbon civilisation. Do we lack the Earth? Or is it rather Heaven
that no longer meets our eyes? Here is the title of his intriguing talk: "Steps
generative in the Anthropocene: decarbonising the cultural imagination".
Laura Ghianda, independent researcher on the theme of the Great Mother. Her fascinating proposal
and contribution:" Ancestors and Ancestors of the future - beyond oppositional dualism".

Other important guests also streaming
Shirley Mawer, representative of the Association's Global Affiliation study group
European (EADMT).
Highly anticipated intervention in the presence of:
Johan Dhaese, choreographer, dancer and dance therapist, who will also offer movement
experiences for all participants.
It will be the practice, with creativity combined with scientific discipline, typical of DMT, that will
provide further suggestions to the Conference to undertake, all together, the necessary and
desired transformation.

Workshops, Poster presentations, performances
These activities will engage not only professionals, many of them will be aimed at interested
people, to discover the infinite resources that have made it possible, even in a pandemic, to stay
close to people.
DanceMovementTherapists ask only to share them!
The conference was formulated to be a moment of permanent training for APID® members but
also of exchange and openness to the community.

ACCESS TO THE VENUE AND PARTICIPATION IN THE CONFERENCE ARE SUBJECT TO THE
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS
COMPLIANCE WITH EXISTING19 ANTI-COVID LEGISLATION.
For information: segreteria@apid.it

www.apid.it/

